CSE EID Committee Minutes

Date: 11/14/18

Attending: Amiran, Covey, Dahl, Lazzell, Lin, Liu, Maxwell, McGowan, Miner, Serrano-Moreno, Rider

Absent: Chawla,

- Plans for EID review of departmental COPEP addenda
  - Several depts. have revised their COPEP addenda in the past year (Biology), and will pass to PPBC for review this winter. EID will review in parallel and submit feedback to PPBC (and pass thoughts on to depts. which are just beginning process now?)

- Mechanisms for soliciting feedback and input to the committee.
  - discussion regarding types of feedback that are most appropriate for college/committee chair to solicit, and what info committee members can pass on/solicit from depts.
  - In evaluating above, must consider how power dynamics between students, staff, instructors and tenured & tenure track faculty.

- Update on discussions w/ students regarding perceptions of lack of support for underrepresented students.
  - updates from college, department and committee representatives on recent discussions; plans to meet with dean in advance of Nov. 28th committee meeting, which students will attend.